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The SEDIGISM survey: Molecular cloud morphology
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ABSTRACT

We present one of the very first extensive classifications of a large sample of molecular clouds based on their morphology. This is
achieved using a recently published catalogue of 10663 clouds obtained from the first data release of the SEDIGISM survey. The
clouds are classified into four different morphologies by visual inspection and using an automated algorithm – J plots. The visual
inspection also serves as a test for the J plots algorithm, as this is the first time it has been used on molecular gas. Generally, it
has been found that the structure of molecular clouds is highly filamentary and our observations indeed verify that most of our
molecular clouds are elongated structures. Based on our visual classification of the 10663 SEDIGISM clouds, 15% are ring-like, 57%
are elongated, 15% are concentrated and 10% are clumpy clouds. The remaining clouds do not belong to any of these morphology
classes and are termed unclassified. We compare the SEDIGISM molecular clouds with structures identified through other surveys,
i.e. ATLASGAL elongated structures and the bubbles from Milky Way Project (MWP). We find that many of the ATLASGAL and
MWP structures are velocity coherent. ATLASGAL elongated structures overlap with ≈ 21% of the SEDIGISM elongated structures
(elongated and clumpy clouds) and MWP bubbles overlap with ≈ 25% of the SEDIGISM ring-like clouds. We also analyse the star-
formation associated with different cloud morphologies using two different techniques. The first technique examines star formation
efficiency (SFE) and the dense gas fraction (DGF), based on SEDIGISM clouds and ATLASGAL clumps data. The second technique
uses the high-mass star formation (HMSF) threshold for molecular clouds. The results indicate that clouds with ring-like and clumpy
morphologies show a higher degree of star formation.

Key words. ISM: clouds – local insterstellar matter – ISM: bubbles – Stars: formation – Submillimeter: ISM

1. Introduction

Molecular clouds are often approximated as self-gravitating
spheres (Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006; Benedettini et al. 2021); es-
pecially for the calculation of the cloud size (radius). Neverthe-
less, modern surveys have shown that molecular gas is organised
in a more complex fashion. In particular, molecular gas appears

? Member of the International Max Planck Research School (IM-
PRS) for Astronomy and Astrophysics at the Universities of Bonn and
Cologne.

permeated by filamentary structures (André et al. 2010; Jackson
et al. 2010; Molinari et al. 2010; Li et al. 2016; Duarte-Cabral &
Dobbs 2017; Zucker et al. 2018; Arzoumanian et al. 2019; Suri
et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019; Abe et al. 2021; Priestley & Whit-
worth 2021; Yuan et al. 2021; Colombo et al. 2021). Thus, an
analysis of the connection between molecular clouds and struc-
tures like filaments and bubble can improve our understanding
of the various phenomena in the interstellar medium (ISM), e.g.
star formation.
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The presence of filaments in molecular clouds as sites of for-
mation of pre-stellar and proto-stellar cores has been a popu-
lar topic of discussion in star formation research (André et al.
2014; Li et al. 2016; Arzoumanian et al. 2017; Mattern et al.
2018a; Zhang et al. 2019; Bonne et al. 2020b). The existence
of filaments in star-forming regions has been evident through
decades of observations (Schneider & Elmegreen 1979; Ra-
gan et al. 2014; Marsh et al. 2016; Suri et al. 2019; Schisano
et al. 2020), accompanied by numerical simulations (Klessen
& Burkert 2000; Padoan et al. 2001; Heitsch et al. 2008; Hen-
nebelle et al. 2008; Nakamura & Li 2008; Vázquez-Semadeni
et al. 2011). The size of filaments range from sub-parsec scales
(mostly seen in nearby regions; André et al. 2010; Arzoumanian
et al. 2019) to hundreds of parsecs (Schisano et al. 2014; Wang
et al. 2015; Mattern et al. 2018a; Schisano et al. 2020; Wang
et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2020). These large-scale filaments are of-
ten associated with galactic spiral arms (Wang et al. 2015) and
are seen as chains of smaller filaments, e.g. the active star for-
mation sites in the filaments are visible in infrared observations
whereas the quiescent parts are IR dark (infrared dark clouds;
Peretto & Fuller 2010).

Herschel images (Hi-GAL survey; Molinari et al. 2010; Zav-
agno et al. 2010; Schisano et al. 2020) have revolutionised the
study of filaments in the Milky Way, exhibiting their abundance
in the Galaxy (within molecular clouds) and introducing con-
straints on their formation and evolution. The formation of fila-
ments in galaxies is often attributed to the shock waves permeat-
ing the ISM (Arzoumanian et al. 2018, & references therein).
Cloud collisions also result in filament formation, and these
filaments fragment into smaller components due to turbulence
and gravitational instabilities (Balfour et al. 2015; Bonne et al.
2020a; Liow & Dobbs 2020; Dobbs & Wurster 2021; Clarke
et al. 2020; Fukui et al. 2021). These dense (super-critical) fil-
aments often fragment into star-forming cores thus leading to
star formation (André et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2015; Arzou-
manian 2017).

The molecular gas in clouds often gets dispersed and ex-
pelled due to stellar radiation and winds resulting in the forma-
tion of ring-like objects called bubbles or shells. Infrared bubbles
are often associated with triggered star formation and usually en-
compass an HII region (Deharveng et al. 2010; Schneider et al.
2020). Whether the ring-like appearance of bubbles is a conse-
quence of its 3D structure or a projection effect, is debatable
(Churchwell et al. 2006; Beaumont & Williams 2010; Pabst et al.
2020). The expansion of HII regions drives a shock wave into the
molecular clouds sweeping up the gas (Francis et al. 1998; Bialy
et al. 2021). It further causes the entrapment of neutral material
between the ionised and shock fronts giving rise to dense rings
of molecular gas. Stellar winds from massive stars create X-ray
dominated regions, aiding the formation of these bubbles and
the cold material in the shell, that may become gravitationally
unstable and host star formation (Zavagno et al. 2006; Dehar-
veng et al. 2009). Low-mass stars can readily be formed due to
small-scale instabilities like the Jeans instability, whereas large-
scale gravitational instabilities can eventually lead to high-mass
star formation (Habing et al. 1972; Elmegreen & Lada 1977;
Krumholz 2006). The mass of a star is also influenced by its en-
vironment (Rosen et al. 2020).

Many infrared detections of bubbles came from images by
the Infrared Space Observatory and the Midcourse Space Exper-
iment, which culminated in high-resolution surveys of the Milky
Way like Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordi-
naire (GLIMPSE; Churchwell et al. 2006) and Herschel infrared
Galactic Plane Survey (Hi-GAL; Molinari et al. 2010; Carey

2016). These have been used to understand the mechanisms be-
hind bubble formation while associating them with objects like
supernovae, planetary nebulae, open clusters, Wolf-Rayet stars,
and OB stars. Churchwell et al. (2007) postulates that most of
the bubbles are produced by stars with strong winds, O stars and
B stars. OB stars often have HII regions associated with them
whereas late-B stars produce small bubbles by exciting poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) bands without forming HII
regions. Simulations including ionisation find that bubbles or
shells readily form within molecular clouds (e.g., Dale et al.
2005; Geen et al. 2015; Ali & Harries 2019; Li et al. 2019;
Bending et al. 2020; Fukushima & Yajima 2021; Grudić et al.
2021). Typically these simulations start with spherical molecu-
lar clouds, and for more massive clouds or at earlier times the
feedback may not be sufficient to break out of the clouds, and
a complete ring occurs containing an HII region. Whereas for
lower mass clouds, the feedback is often sufficient to break out
of and in some cases disperse the cloud. Generally numerical
simulations find that photoionisation appears to dominate com-
pared to stellar winds (Dale et al. 2014; Haid et al. 2018, 2019;
Grudić et al. 2021; Geen et al. 2021; Ali et al. 2022).

As particular gas morphologies appear to be connected to
a specific set of physical phenomena, a study of the molecular
cloud morphology can aid the study of star formation and other
complex processes like stellar feedback, that drive turbulence in
the ISM, result in disruption of molecular clouds, and lead to the
formation of structures (e.g. bubbles). Recently, the identifica-
tion of molecular clouds from large-scale surveys have been car-
ried out efficiently using automated methods (e.g. dendrogram
analysis (Rosolowsky et al. 2008), scimes (Colombo et al. 2015),
CPROPS (Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006; Rosolowsky et al. 2021)).
A robust large-scale cloud catalogue is presented by Duarte-
Cabral et al. (2021) (hereafter called DC21), that has identified
molecular clouds from the SEDIGISM survey using the scimes
algorithm. We employ the J plot algorithm (Jaffa et al. 2018) and
visual classification technique to classify the SEDIGISM molec-
ular clouds into various morphologies, and this forms the core
of this work. We thus try to understand whether different cloud
morphologies host different types of star formation.

In this paper, we present the morphological classification for
the 10663 clouds identified in the SEDIGISM survey by DC21.
In Sec. 2 we describe the three datasets/surveys – SEDIGISM,
ATLASGAL and MWP – used throughout the paper. Sec. 3 de-
scribes the two methods used to classify the clouds into differ-
ent morphologies (i.e. J plots and by-eye classification). In Sec.
4, we discuss the pros and cons of the J plot classification, by
comparing it with visual classification. Our results are presented
and discussed in Sec. 5. In Sec. 5.1 we compare the SEDIGISM
clouds to the filamentary structures from the ATLASGAL sur-
vey and dust bubbles from MWP. We thus reveal the SEDIGISM
clouds overlapping with these structures and find possible co-
herent ATLASGAL and MWP structures. In Sec. 5.2 we use two
different methods to study the star formation associated with dif-
ferent morphologies. Finally, we summarise our findings in Sec.
6.

2. Data

We use catalogues from three surveys in this paper – molecu-
lar clouds from Structure, Excitation and Dynamics of the In-
ner Galactic InterStellar Medium (SEDIGISM), elongated (fila-
mentary) structures from APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of
the Galaxy (ATLASGAL) and bubbles derived from the infrared
data in the Milky Way Project (MWP).
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2.1. SEDIGISM

The Structure, Excitation and Dynamics of the Inner Galactic
InterStellar Medium (SEDIGISM) survey covers a region of 84
deg2 between −60◦ ≤ l ≤ +18◦ and |b| ≤ 0.5◦ (b varies in some
regions) using various molecular tracers; in particular, the J = 2–
1 transitions of 13CO and C18O. These observations were con-
ducted using the 12m Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX,
Güsten et al. 2006) during 2013–2017. A complete description
of the SEDIGISM1 survey is presented in Schuller et al. (2017)
and Schuller et al. (2021).

The survey data (complete contiguous dataset) is presented
in the form of 77 datacubes of approximately 2◦ ×1◦ with veloc-
ities from -200 to 200 km s−1 and pixel size of 9.5′′, and these
are centred on all integer Galactic longitudes. The DR1 includes
13CO observations, with a FWHM beam size of 28′′ and typi-
cal 1σ sensitivity of 0.8–1.0 K per 0.25 km s−1. A catalogue of
10663 molecular clouds (full sample) has been identified from
the contiguous dataset of SEDIGISM survey DR1 (13CO) and
is presented in DC21. The molecular clouds have been extracted
using the Spectral Clustering for Interstellar Molecular Emission
Segmentation scimes algorithm (v.0.3.2) (Colombo et al. 2015,
2019). These clouds from the catalogue are hereafter referred to
as SEDIGISM clouds. Furthermore, we use SEDIGISM clouds
to define two new cloud sub-samples for our morphological anal-
ysis (see Sec. 4.1).

2.2. ATLASGAL

APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the Galaxy (ATLAS-
GAL, Schuller et al. 2009) is an unbiased survey of the in-
ner Galaxy aimed at studying sites of star formation. It ob-
serves the dust continuum emission at 870 µm, in the region
280◦ < l < 60◦ and |b| < 1.5◦ (b varies between −2◦ and
1◦ for l < 300◦). The observations were carried out using the
APEX LABOCA instrument (Siringo et al. 2009) at a typical
noise level of 50−70 mJy beam−1 and a beam size of 19.2′′. The
survey has identified more than 10000 dense clumps (Contreras
et al. 2013; Csengeri et al. 2014; Urquhart et al. 2014, 2018) of
masses ∼ 500 M� and sizes ∼ 0.5 pc. Urquhart et al. (2021)
has compared these clumps to the SEDIGISM clouds and ob-
tained star formation efficiencies (SFE) and dense gas fractions
(DGF) for these clouds. The SFE and DGF were obtained us-
ing cloud masses, integrated clump masses and their bolometric
luminosities. We explore the differences in SFE and DGF for
various cloud morphologies in Sec. 5.2.1.

Li et al. (2016) has identified spatially coherent filamentary
structures from ATLASGAL data using the Discrete Persistent
Structures Extractor (DisPerSE) algorithm. DisPerSE is a source
extractor algorithm based on discrete Morse theory which iden-
tifies topological features from 2D and 3D datasets, thus ex-
tracting the necessary skeletons. A catalogue of 1812 structures
was obtained using this method, and these were subsequently
visually inspected and classified into five types: marginally re-
solved clumps, resolved elongated structures, filaments, net-
works of filaments and complexes. We use the three elongated-
type structures (i.e. filaments, networks of filaments and re-
solved elongated structures) and compare them with SEDIGISM
clouds (Sec. 5.1). Hereafter we refer to these three struc-
tures collectively as ATLASGAL elongated structures (AG-El)
whereas the filaments are individually refereed to as ATLAS-
GAL filaments(AG-Fil).

1 https://sedigism.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/index.html

2.3. MWP

Milky Way Project (MWP; Simpson et al. 2012; Jayasinghe
et al. 2019) is a citizen science project aimed at identification
of bubbles and bow shocks from the infrared images obtained
using Spitzer Space Telescope Galactic plane surveys. It was
launched in 2010 and provided the users with 4.5 µm and 8 µm
images from GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al.
2009) and 24 µm images from the MIPSGAL survey (Carey et al.
2009). The DR1 (Simpson et al. 2012) was released in 2012 and
has produced a catalogue of over 5000 bubbles.

The second data release of MWP culminates the visual anal-
ysis of 31000+ citizen scientists during 2012–2017. It has identi-
fied Galactic structures by inspection of images from GLIMPSE,
MIPSGAL, Spitzer Mapping of the Outer Galaxy (SMOG;
Carey et al. 2008) and Cygnux-X (Hora et al. 2009) surveys. The
project observes 0◦ < l < 65◦, 295◦ < l < 360◦ and |b| < 1◦ and
a few additional regions. The bubbles were identified using an
ellipse drawing tool to mark the location and shape of bubbles.
The identification quality was tested by comparing the bubbles
to observations carried out by trained experts and using machine-
learning algorithms. We use the 2600 bubbles (Jayasinghe et al.
2019) identified from the DR2 to compare with the SEDIGISM
clouds in Sec. 5.1.

3. Methodology

We use the SEDIGISM data cubes with 3D masks (produced by
DC21) to generate integrated intensity maps (Fig. 1–5) of indi-
vidual clouds. These are 2D (integrated intensity masked) im-
ages obtained by integrating the intensity in a 3D cube along the
velocity axis. These images are used to classify the clouds into
different morphologies using two methods. The first method –
J plot – is an automated algorithm whereas the second method
– by-eye classification – implies classification of clouds carried
out visually by the lead author. The cloud classifications are pro-
vided as a catalogue, that is further described in App. A.

3.1. J plots

J plots (Jaffa et al. 2018) is a method to classify and quantify a
pixelated structure into different morphologies using its moment
of inertia, i.e., the degree of elongation and the degree of con-
centration. The classification procedure involves calculation of
the principal moments of inertia (I1 & I2) for each cloud, using
the surface density and area covered (in pixels). I1 and I2 are the
principal moments of inertia along the two principal axes of the
structure, such that the first principal axis is associated with the
smaller principal moment, thus I1 ≤ I2. These moments are then
compared with the principal moment for a uniform surface den-
sity disk

(
I0 = AM

4π

)
of same area (A) and mass (M) and hence

converted into “J” moments J1 and J2 as

Ji =
I0 − Ii

I0 + Ii
, i = 1, 2 . (1)

J plots makes use of the connection between moment of in-
ertia and mass concentration. For example, an increase in the
concentration of mass towards the centre results in the decrease
of the moment of inertia of the structure. This is used to identify
centrally concentrated disks. The original algorithm (described
in Jaffa et al. 2018) uses the dendrograms to segment images and
generate hierarchical structures directly from the raw data. How-
ever, in this work, the input to the algorithm are the 2D cloud
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images (e.g. Fig. 1) generated via scimes and its only purpose
is morphological classification. The structures are classified into
three types based on their J moments:

1. Centrally concentrated disk (core) : J1 > 0, J2 > 0.
2. Elongated ellipse (filament) : J1 > 0, J2 < 0.
3. Ring (limb-brightened bubble) : J1 < 0, J2 < 0.

The original implementation of J plots was based on dust
continuum surface-density maps (Jaffa et al. 2018). However,
we apply the J plots algorithm on CO integrated-intensity im-
ages, and it leads to a slight change in the terminology. Due
to the non-trivial derivation of distances in the Milky Way, it
is difficult to directly obtain the surface density and mass of the
structures from the integrated-intensity images and thus we use
the pixel weights and total structure weights in their place, re-
spectively. However, these differences do not pose any changes
in the overall classification scheme. The morphological classes
resulting from the J-plot classification are hereafter collectively
referred to as J-structures, and individually as J-core, J-filament
and J-bubble (e.g. Fig. 6).

3.2. By-eye classification

We performed a visual inspection of the integrated intensity
maps of clouds (e.g. Fig. 1) and classified them into four dif-
ferent morphological classes. Three of the classes – ring-like,
elongated and concentrated cloud – are inspired from J plots.
We defined the fourth class of clouds, referred to as clumpy
clouds, by combining smaller sub-classes 2 on the basis of the
two sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test and the two-sided
Mann–Whitney U (MWU) test. The KS and MWU tests are
non-parametric tests. The KS test has a null hypothesis that the
two samples are drawn from the same distribution. The MWU
test has a null hypothesis that neither distribution has statistical
dominance over the other. We discuss the two test in details in
App. C. The p-values presented in this work are obtained using
the two sample KS test and the two-sided MWU test. The visual
classification provides a method to independently verify the J
plot classification. The morphologies are discussed below:

1. Ring-like clouds: clouds that resemble a ring or a bubble
(Fig. 1). Comparable to J-bubble.

2. Elongated clouds: clouds which are elongated in nature (Fig.
2) and maintain a visibly uniform structure. Comparable to
J-filament.

3. Concentrated clouds: clouds which have most of their inte-
grated intensity densely packed in a compact region (Fig. 3).
These clouds have a spherical geometry. Comparable to J-
core.

4. Clumpy clouds: elongated clouds with presence of one or
more smaller (visible) denser regions/clumps (Fig. 4). Com-
parable to J-filament.

There are 298 clouds that do not fit the description of any
of the above morphologies (Fig. 5). They are typically diffuse in
nature and close to the resolution element of the survey. These
clouds are termed as unclassified, and we exclude them in our
analysis (refer Sec. 4.1).

2 We initially had six visual sub-classes which were combined to get
the current four classes. Complete and partial bubbles were combined
to get the ring-like clouds. Elongated clouds with single and multiple
denser clumps/regions were combined to get clumpy clouds. A detailed
description is provided in App. C.

3.3. Limitations of the classification methods

J plots is aimed at producing an automated classification of fil-
aments, cores and bubbles by analysing their surface-density
emission. The algorithm is currently limited to detection (us-
ing dendrograms) and analysis of 2D structures from images.
Jaffa et al. (2018) has applied J plots on the region around RCW
120 using data from the Hi-GAL survey and successfully iden-
tified the previously known bubble and other ring-like struc-
tures. It also confirmed that in the third quadrant of the J plots
(J1 < 0 & J2 < 0), the distance from the origin reflects the thick-
ness of the ring (bubble). Similarly, it has also identified and
quantified filaments from the smoothed-particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) simulation of Clarke et al. (2017).

We use the velocity coherent SEDIGISM clouds identified in
3D PPV space and provide them to J plots after integrating along
the velocity axis. Therefore, the morphological analysis is done
in 2D space. J plot assumes strict limits of principal (and J) mo-
ments for all structures, e.g., for all bubbles, both the J moments
are negative. This may lead to an incorrect classification of some
structures. For example, the interaction of an OB star with the
ambient ISM can lead to deformities in the circular shape of a
bubble (Jayasinghe et al. 2019). It could lead to one J moment
being positive for the structure, resulting in its identification as
a filament instead of a bubble. Hence, elliptic bubbles might be
incorrectly classified by J plots. We also see in Table 1 that J
plot classifies 87% of the clouds as filaments while visual clas-
sification identifies only 67% of the clouds as elongated struc-
tures (elongated & clumpy clouds). However, our visual (by-eye)
classification isn’t completely unambiguous. For example, some
clouds display both clumpy structure and partial rings. We also
see clouds with small curved branches along otherwise long fil-
aments. To minimise the uncertainties in cloud classification, we
present the morphologically reliable (MR) sample in Sec. 4.1.

As our analysis is performed in 2D space, we only see a pro-
jected image of the molecular clouds and this can lead to an
incorrect morphological classification. For example, a filament
lying completely in the line of sight of the telescope can appear
to be concentrated in a small region, thus leading to it classifica-
tion as a core. However, due to the large size of our sample, the
projection effects are unlikely to affect the general results.

We also test if the morphological classification is affected by
the noise in the data. The SEDIGISM cloud catalogue (DC21)
contains the S/N ratio for each cloud. We choose the 1000
clouds with the |J1| values closest to zero, and choose the 100
most noisy clouds (lowest S/N) from them. Similarly, we choose
the 100 most noisy clouds closest to |J2| = 0. These 200
clouds are introduced with random noise (∼ average noise in
the SEDIGISM data cube to which the cloud belongs) and their
morphologies are identified with J plots. We observe that only
three clouds3 show a change in the morphology (from core to fil-
ament), which indicates that the J plots classification is mostly
robust against the changes in noise.

4. Morphological classification

4.1. Visually classified (VC) and morphologically reliable
(MR) samples

We use the SEDIGISM cloud sample to create two samples to
study the cloud morphology. These are the visually classified

3 These clouds look identical under the visual classification irrespec-
tive of the noise.
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(-0.04, -0.21) (0.30,-0.30)

Fig. 1. Examples of two ring-like clouds as per the visual classification method. Left: J-bubble; cloud id: 238. Right: J-filament; cloud id: 3148.
The cloud ids can be used to identify the cloud structure from the main catalogue (Table A.1). The images are integrated intensity (moment 0)
maps of the 13CO (2 – 1) transition. The numbers in the right bottom corner of the images represent the J1 and the J2 moments respectively. The
colour bar represents the 13CO integrated intensity in K km s−1. The white contour represents the cloud edge. The white circle at the bottom left
of the figure represents the telescope beam size. The black ellipse on the second image represents an artistic impression of the visualised ring.

(0.16,-0.74)
(0.63, -0.76)

Fig. 2. Examples of two elongated clouds as per the visual classification method. Left: J-filament ; cloud id: 1726. Right: J-filament ; cloud id:
130. The conventions follow Fig. 1.

(VC) and morphologically reliable (MR) samples. The VC sam-
ple is obtained from the by-eye classification of full sample by
discarding the unclassified clouds (Sec. 3). The MR sample is
a sub-sample of the VC sample, containing only the clouds for
which the J plots and by-eye classification morphologies are in
agreement (i.e. the clouds’ morphology is consistent for the two
methods; refer Fig. 6 – 9). Therefore a cloud belongs to the MR
sample only if it satisfies one of these conditions:

– It is a ring-like cloud classified as bubble by J plot.
– It is an elongated cloud classified as filament by J plot.

– It is a concentrated cloud classified as core by J plot.
– It is a clumpy cloud classified as core or filament by J plot.

The clumpy clouds contain only the elongated clouds with
dense regions/clumps in them. We include the J cores as they
might have elongated structure but recognised as a core due to
high central density (Fig. 9). In Table 1, we list the total number
of clouds assigned to each group. In brief, the MR sample con-
tains clouds with the most reliable morphological classification
and should be preferred. However, it excludes a large number
of SEDIGISM clouds and has a low sample size, especially for
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(0.35,-0.01) (0.41, 0.08)

Fig. 3. Examples of two concentrated clouds as per the visual classification method. Left: J-filament ; cloud id: 3133. Right: J-core ; cloud id:
6567. The conventions follow Fig. 1.

(0.09,-0.45) (0.66,-0.33)

Fig. 4. Examples of two clumpy clouds as per the visual classification method. Left: J-filament ; cloud id: 2500. Right: J-filament ; cloud id: 3010.
The conventions follow Fig. 1.

ring-like clouds. A larger sample is the VC sample but it might
contain subjective biases. In the parallel paper (Neralwar et. al. in
prep), we confirm that the distance distributions of both the sam-
ples follow each other closely. We also study the SEDIGISM
cloud properties using the two samples and their results are in
agreement.

4.2. Aspect ratio: Moments technique vs Medial Axis

We use our most reliable sample – MR sample – to check
whether the aspect ratios obtained using two different methods
show some trends with respect to different morphologies (Fig.
10) or whether both methods provide the same information re-

Table 1. Quantitative description of cloud groups. The columns repre-
sent the J plot classes whereas rows represent the visual classes. The
blue shaded cells represent the VC sample containing 10365 clouds.
The grey shaded cells represent the MR sample containing 8086 clouds.

Morphological class J-bubble J-filament J-core Total
Ring-like cloud 285 1306 24 1615
Elongated cloud 118 5915 22 6055
Concentrated cloud 0 803 822 1625
Clumpy cloud 6 984 80 1070
Unclassified 1 283 14 298
Total 410 9291 962 10663
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Fig. 5. Examples of two unclassified clouds. Left: J-filament ; cloud id: 1445. Right: J-filament ; cloud id: 3976. The conventions follow Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6. J plot for visual class: ring-like clouds. The blue dots represent
the ring-like clouds whereas the grey dots represent all the clouds in VC
sample. The blue dots lying inside the red dashed rectangle represent the
morphologically reliable (MR) sample.
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Fig. 7. J plot for visual class: elongated clouds. The symbols and con-
ventions follow Fig. 6.

garding the aspect ratio of the structures. The first method to
obtain the aspect ratio is the moment technique (described in
Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006). It uses principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) to determine the orientation of the major axis of a
cloud. The geometric mean of the second spatial moments gives
the rms size of the cloud along the two orthogonal axes. The ratio
of this intensity weighted major and minor axes gives the aspect
ratio – ARmom. The ARmom values for each cloud have been au-
tomatically calculated while building the catalogue for the den-
drograms of emission and are provided in the SEDIGISM cloud
catalogue (DC21).

The second method to obtain an estimate of the aspect ratio
is using a geometrical medial axis (a quantity also computed by
DC21, and provided in the cloud catalogue). Such a medial axis
is the longest-running spine passing centrally through the entire
length of a 2D projected cloud mask. The cloud length is the me-
dial axis length, whereas the cloud (medial axis) width is twice
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Fig. 8. J plot for visual class: concentrated clouds. The symbols and
conventions follow Fig. 6.
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Fig. 9. J plot for visual class: clumpy clouds. The symbols and conven-
tions follow Fig. 6.

the average distance from this central spine to the cloud edge.
The ratio of the medial axis length to medial axis width gives
the aspect ratio – ARMA. The medial axis length is free of the
assumption that clouds have any particular geometry and hence
provides an alternative estimate of the cloud “shape”.

We compare the two aspect ratios for the MR sample in Fig.
10, where a rough distinction between the different morpholo-
gies is seen. The two approaches give different aspect ratios for
the same cloud depending on the cloud’s morphology and po-
tentially also the internal structure (as the moment method takes
into account the pixel intensity to calculate the two semi-axis
lengths). We might expect the ARs to diverge for complex struc-
tures, while to give more comparable measurements for simpler
shaped clouds, such as the concentrated objects. For instance,
the majority of ring-like clouds do not form a complete ring. The
moment technique (PCA) intrinsically perceives these clouds as
elliptical structures whereas medial axis runs along their shell.
This leads to ARMA being a ratio of the perimeter and thick-
ness of cloud shell whereas ARmom traces a more spherical ge-
ometry, relating more to the size of the bubble that created the
ring. Hence, we expect ring-like clouds to have a typically low
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Fig. 10. Comparison between aspect ratios obtained using the moment
technique (ARmom) and the medial axis technique (ARMA) for different
cloud morphologies. The ellipses encompass approximately 95% of the
respective data points (2-sigma level). The black dashed line represents
the 1:1 relation.

ARmom but a high ARMA. This effect might be not so pronounced
in the case of other morphologies, leading to concentrated clouds
having both aspect ratios with low values, while elongated and
clumpy clouds are expected to have high ARmom and ARMA.
Nevertheless, in almost every case, ARMA appears to be larger
than ARmom. We conclude that aspect ratio measuring methods
can give widely different results depending on the cloud mor-
phology and the complexity, and they need to be used with care.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Cloud counterparts from other surveys

In this section, we compare the positions of SEDIGISM clouds
and the structures from ATLASGAL and MWP. It helps us
to understand how the low density molecular gas follows the
dense structures observed through ATLASGAL. The compari-
son may shed light on the connection between AG-El and elon-
gated clouds. MWP traces PAH regions, HII regions and warm
dust, which have a higher excitation temperature than the 13CO
emission (Mazumdar et al. 2021). These regions (bubbles) are
often a consequence of the stellar feedback from massive stars.
We use these bubbles to study whether the molecular gas sur-
rounding these regions is detected as our ring-like clouds. AT-
LASGAL and MWP are continuum surveys and the correspond-
ing structures lack velocity information. Therefore, we compare
the positions of clouds and (ATLASGAL and MWP) structures
only in two-dimensional position-position (p-p) space. The po-
sitions of pixels for each AG-El are provided in Li et al. (2016).
The MWP bubble catalogue (Jayasinghe et al. 2019) contains
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centroids for the ellipses (bubbles) and their major and minor
axes. These parameters give us the position of the bubble but
they do not provide us any information about the completeness
of the ring. We use these parameters and pixel positions to com-
pare the position of these structures with SEDIGISM clouds.

The lack of velocity information for continuum structures
can be addressed for the structures that uniquely match with a
single SEDIGISM cloud. SEDIGISM clouds are obtained using
the scimes algorithm on the 3D PPV data cubes and therefore are
coherent structures. Hence, the ATLASGAL and MWP struc-
tures overlapping with only a single SEDIGISM cloud are ex-
pected to be coherent as well. The velocity of the matching cloud
thus provides an estimate for the velocity of the overlapping
continuum structure. However, we are not able to identify all
the coherent structures from the ATLASGAL and MWP sample.
This is due to scimes focusing on identifying clouds with similar
properties (e.g. similar sized clouds), which leads to large coher-
ent structures getting identified as separate SEDIGISM clouds.

We use ‘ATLASGAL elongated structures (AG-El)’ to col-
lectively refer to resolved elongated structures, filaments and
networks of filaments from Li et al. (2016). Additionally, the fil-
aments from Li et al. (2016) are analysed separately and referred
to as ‘ATLASGAL filaments (AG-Fil)’. The kinematics of these
filaments (few excluded) have been previously studied by Mat-
tern et al. (2018b) through comparing them with the SEDIGISM
data, i.e. without segmentation into clouds (Schuller et al. 2017,
2021). ‘MWP bubbles’ refer to bubbles from the Milky Way
project DR2 (Jayasinghe et al. 2019). A quantitative description
of the structures from these two surveys that overlap with the
SEDIGISM clouds (full sample, 10663 clouds) is provided in
Table 2.

Table 2. Number of structures from ATLASGAL and MWP (described
in 2) overlapping with SEDIGISM clouds (full sample; 10663 clouds).
The ‘Total’ column refers to the total structures from the respective cat-
alogue, the ‘Coverage’ column refers to the structures that lie inside
the SEDIGISM coverage, the ‘Overlap’ column refers to the structures
overlapping with SEDIGISM clouds and the ‘Single overlap’ column
notes the ATLASGAL and MWP structures overlapping with exactly
one SEDIGISM cloud.

Structures Total Coverage Overlap Single overlap
AG-El 937 498 497 43
AG-Fil 517 271 270 24
MWP bub-
bles

2600 1222 1188 201

Table 3. Number of overlapping clouds from the VC sample. The table
presents the full sample of clouds which overlap with the structures pre-
sented in Table 2. The column AG-El, AG-Fil and MWP represents the
number of clouds overlapping with the ATLASGAL elongated struc-
tures (Li et al. 2016), ATLASGAL filaments (Li et al. 2016) and MWP
bubbles (Jayasinghe et al. 2019) respectively.

Clouds AG-El AG-Fil MWP
Ring-like 562 318 605
Elongated 1141 562 1257
Concentrated 261 108 311
Clumpy 299 150 348
VC sample 2263 1138 2521
Unclassified 28 15 52
Total 2291 1153 2573

Table 4. Number of overlapping clouds from the MR sample lying com-
pletely inside SEDIGISM coverage (edge = 0; described in DC21). The
symbols and conventions follow Table 3. The last column represents
the total number of clouds of various morphologies belonging to the
MR sample and lying completely inside the SEDIGISM coverage

Clouds AG-El AG-Fil MWP Total
Ring-like 83 42 87 258
Elongated 1076 525 1154 5596
Concentrated 129 50 143 805
Clumpy 289 141 324 1002
Total 1577 758 1708 7918

The overlap between the ATLASGAL structures, MWP
bubbles and the SEDIGISM sample for the whole survey is
presented in App. B. Almost all of the AG-El lying in the
SEDIGISM range have a cloud counterpart. This is easily un-
derstood, since the dust emission from ATLASGAL typically
traces the high column density regions within larger molecu-
lar clouds. In that sense, the AG-El, are often surrounded by
lower density material, which is seen in the 13CO emission.
However, only ≈ 21% of the SEDIGISM clouds (full sample)
have a high-density filamentary ridge seen as an ATLASGAL
elongated structure. This is in agreement with the findings from
DC21, in which only 16% of clouds had an ATLASGAL clump
counterpart. Out of 10663 clouds from the full sample, only 2291
have an AG-El counterpart, of which 1141 are elongated clouds
and 299 are clumpy clouds. Similarly, 1153 clouds have AG-Fil
counterpart, of which 562 are elongated and 150 are clumpy.
A quantitative description of the clouds overlapping with their
counterparts is presented in Table 3 & 4 for the VC and the MR
samples respectively.

We find that more than 90% MWP bubbles have a
SEDIGISM molecular cloud counterpart and these bubbles are
usually overlap with patches of SEDIGISM clouds. This is an
expected behaviour for the molecular gas surrounding an HII
region (Zhou et al. 2020; Tiwari et al. 2021), which is often
disrupted by the feedback processes responsible for forming the
bubbles. Also, due to the nature of the MWP identification pro-
cedure, the knowledge of the completeness of the ring is not pro-
vided, forcing us to consider them as complete ellipses. Out of
10663 clouds in the SEDIGISM full sample only 2573 (24%)
have a MWP bubble counterpart, of which 605 are ring-like
clouds. It accounts to ≈ 23% which is different from the gen-
eral distribution of ring-like clouds (≈ 15% of clouds in VC
sample are ring like), suggesting that ring-like clouds are dispro-
portionately related to MWP bubbles. A MWP bubble could be
seen overlapping with multiple SEDIGISM clouds simply due
to scimes identifying an actual coherent cloud as separate struc-
tures. Not all of these clouds might be recognised as ring-like
clouds, leading to a lower number of ring-like clouds overlap-
ping with the MWP bubbles. Moreover, some of our ring-like
clouds might form as a result of turbulence in the ISM and lack
a surrounding HII region, thus not being detected by MWP.

Mattern et al. (2018b) has studied the kinematics of 283 AT-
LASGAL filament candidates (Li et al. 2016) using data from
the SEDIGISM survey, in order to figure out which of these are
velocity coherent structures. The filament candidates belong to
the region of overlap between the two surveys and lack velocity
information due to being identified from dust continuum data.
The process for obtaining the kinematic information for the fil-
ament candidates involve overlaying the filament pixels on the
SEDIGISM emission grid and identifying velocity components
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for emission peaks of averaged spectra for each structure. Mat-
tern et al. (2018b) found that 260 filament candidates have ac-
companying SEDIGISM emission and 180 filaments are fully
coherent structures containing a single velocity component.

We identify 271 AG-Fil in the SEDIGISM coverage, out
of which 270 have an overlapping SEDIGISM counterpart and
24 show an overlap with a single SEDIGISM molecular cloud.
These numbers are different from those reported by Mattern
et al. (2018b) because we exclude the AG-Fil that overlap with
the edge of the SEDIGISM coverage and consider the cloud-
filament overlap only in 2D (p-p) space. Moreover, we have used
a different algorithm to identify the SEDIGISM structures. The
algorithm developed by Mattern et al. (2018b) identifies all ve-
locity components along the line-of-sight that are correlated with
the AG-Fil. It derives the kinematic properties of these veloc-
ity components and identifies coherent structures in position-
position-velocity space. We characterise an AG-Fil as coher-
ent if it overlaps with a single SEDIGISM cloud (identified by
scimes). scimes is oriented towards the identification of molec-
ular clouds with similar properties, from the SEDIGISM survey.
Hence, many of the coherent AG-Fil (from Mattern et al. 2018b)
overlap with multiple SEDIGISM clouds and this leads to the
different number of coherent filaments between the two analy-
ses.

Differently from Mattern et al. (2018b) we also check
whether not only ATLASGAL filaments, but also the elongated
and network-like dust features overlap with a single cloud. We
find 19 coherent resolved elongated structures and 24 coher-
ent filaments (Table 2). The matching of ATLASGAL struc-
tures with our molecular clouds has also led us to discover that
each network of filaments overlaps with at least two clouds. This
agrees with their description as a connection of several filaments
(Li et al. 2016), that are unlikely to be a single coherent structure.

5.2. Star Formation Properties

5.2.1. Star Formation Efficiency and Dense Gas Fraction

Star formation plays an important role in galaxy evolution and it
can be studied using dense material traced by dust in the galaxy,
which can be observed at sub-mm wavelengths. Star formation
in molecular clouds can be quantified to an extent using the Star
Formation Efficiency (SFE) and the Dense Gas Fraction (DGF),
which vary greatly from cloud to cloud (Eden et al. 2012).
Urquhart et al. (2021) have obtained the SFE and DGF for the
SEDIGISM clouds with an ATLASGAL counterpart. These are
calculated using the mass (MGMC; DC21) of SEDIGISM clouds
and the mass (Mclump) and the luminosity (Lclump; Urquhart et al.
2018) of the clumps (belonging to the cloud) identified using the
ATLASGAL survey (Eqn. 2 & 3). The SFE (Eqn. 3) is obtained
under the assumption that the initial mass function is universal
and completely sampled. Thus, Eqn. 3 is a proxy for the actual
star formation efficiency. A detailed description of the assump-
tion is provided in Urquhart et al. (2021).

DGF =

∑
Mclump

MGMC
, (2)

SFE =

∑
Lclump

MGMC
[L�/M�]. (3)

The distributions shown in Fig. 11 for SFE and DGF as a
function of cloud morphology, are obtained using the 1520
clouds with non-zero SFE and DGF values from the full sample

of the SEDIGISM data. We also plot the clump luminosity-to-
mass (Lclump/Mclump) ratio (Fig. 11) as an addition to the SFE
and DGF distributions. It serves as measurement of cloud evo-
lution (Urquhart et al. 2022). In the catalogue of Urquhart et al.
(2021), a few clouds have a SFE (or DGF) value < 0.01, which
gets rounded off to zero. We exclude these clouds in our analysis,
which gives us 1672 clouds. The large uncertainties in the pa-
rameters involved in the calculation of cloud and clump masses
lead to some clouds having extremely high DGF values (e.g. >
10). There could also be multiple clouds along a line of sight and
the ATLASGAL clump could have been assigned to the wrong
cloud, leading to large DGF values. We avoid such cases by ex-
cluding all the clouds with DGF > 1, and thus get the final sam-
ple of 1520 clouds.

It is seen that the concentrated clouds have higher average
SFE and DGF values compared to the other morphologies. Their
compact structure causes the ATLASGAL clumps to overlap
with the whole of the SEDIGISM cloud, increasing the rela-
tive clump mass and luminosity. The highest4 SFE values are
observed for ring-like clouds, although the number of ring-like
clouds with a high SFE are low. This can be explained by com-
paring ring-like clouds to the infrared bubbles, where the shell of
a bubble is a site for triggered star formation (Elmegreen & Lada
1977; Zavagno et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2020). Moreover the L/M
ratio acts as a proxy for the dust temperature of a clump (Pitts
et al. 2019) and as bubbles are formed due to stellar feedback,
they are expected to have high dust temperatures. The clumpy
clouds show higher average values of SFE than the elongated
clouds but the distributions of the two morphologies are similar
for DGF (Table 5 & 6). The average higher SFE (Table 5) and
luminosity-to-mass ratio (Fig. 11; Table 7), suggest that clumpy
clouds are more evolved (Urquhart et al. 2022) than elongated
clouds. Urquhart et al. (2021) considers this to be a consequence
of localised variations of SFE and DGF in the clouds. However,
it could be a selection effect. High luminosity (dense) clumps
could lead to a visibly denser (high-intensity) region in a cloud
leading to it being classified as a clumpy cloud (Fig. 4). The
high luminosity values could then lead to a higher average SFE
for clumpy clouds as compared to elongated clouds. The aver-
age distributions of SFE and DGF are highest for concentrated
clouds, but this might not reflect the actual star formation in
them. These clouds have low mass (details in the parallel paper
Neralwar et al. in prep) that is concentrated in a small region.
This leads to them having high surface densities (Neralwar et al.
in prep), and higher average values of SFE and DGF. Moreover,
most of the concentrated clouds are associated with a single AT-
LASGAL clump, which combined with other properties (e.g.,
size) makes them comparable to the clumps.

5.2.2. HMSF relation

The high-mass star formation in clouds cannot be understood
using a single cloud property and therefore, must be studied by
relating different properties. Fig. 12 shows the empirical relation
between mass and radius for the various cloud morphologies.
It highlights the HMSF threshold M[M�] = 1053 (R[pc])1.33,
where M is the cloud mass and R is the deconvolved radius
(DC21). The threshold relation was initially obtained by Kauff-
mann & Pillai (2010) for dusty clumps, and was further updated
by DC21 for the molecular clouds from the SEDIGISM survey.

4 These represents the extreme values in the distribution whereas
‘higher average values’ refer to an entire distribution that show higher
values for the given morphology.
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Fig. 11. Top: Star formation efficiency (SFE); Centre: Dense gas frac-
tion (DGF); Bottom: Clump luminosity-to-mass ratio (Lclump/Mclump)
distributions for different morphologies. The violin plots present the
density of the data at different values, which is smoothed through ker-
nel density estimator. The upper, lower and the middle horizontal lines
in the plots represent the highest, lowest and the median values respec-
tively.

Table 5. P-values for SFE. The values are obtained by comparing
SFE distributions between the different cloud morphologies. The val-
ues above the diagonal (shaded) are p-values obtained using the two
sample KS test and the values below the diagonal are the p-values ob-
tained using the MWU test. The diagonal in the table presents the mean
values of the SFE distributions for the different morphologies.

Cloud All Ring-like Elongated Concentrated Clumpy
All -0.31 ∼ 10−06 ∼ 10−06 ∼ 10−16 ∼ 10−05

Ring-like ∼ 10−08 -0.55 0.69 ∼ 10−29 ∼ 10−13

Elongated ∼ 10−07 0.42 -0.5 ∼ 10−15 ∼ 10−13

Concentrated ∼ 10−23 ∼ 10−33 ∼ 10−35 -0.17 ∼ 10−05

Clumpy ∼ 10−05 ∼ 10−15 ∼ 10−15 ∼ 10−08 -0.12

Table 6. P-values for DGF distributions of the cloud morphologies. The
symbols and conventions follow Table 5.

Cloud All Ring-like Elongated Concentrated Clumpy
All -0.72 ∼ 10−05 0.6 ∼ 10−08 0.38
Ring-like ∼ 10−06 -0.83 ∼ 10−03 ∼ 10−15 ∼ 10−04

Elongated 0.52 ∼ 10−03 -0.74 ∼ 10−08 0.58
Concentrated ∼ 10−09 ∼ 10−17 ∼ 10−07 -0.57 ∼ 10−04

Clumpy 0.37 ∼ 10−05 0.21 ∼ 10−05 -0.69

Table 7. P-values for luminosity-to-mass ratio distributions of the cloud
morphologies. The symbols and conventions follow Table 5.

Cloud All Ring-like Elongated Concentrated Clumpy
All 0.41 ∼ 10−03 0.39 ∼ 10−10 ∼ 10−04

Ring-like ∼ 10−04 0.28 0.35 ∼ 10−14 ∼ 10−08

Elongated ∼ 10−07 0.35 0.24 ∼ 10−15 ∼ 10−11

Concentrated ∼ 10−13 ∼ 10−18 ∼ 10−22 0.74 0.59
Clumpy ∼ 10−05 ∼ 10−10 ∼ 10−12 ∼ 10−03 0.58

The clouds above the HMSF threshold are expected to form
high-mass stars. The original HMSF threshold (for clumps;
Kauffmann & Pillai 2010) is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for high-mass star formation, as it does not rule out
the possibility for false positives. However, we see molecular
clouds with star formation indicators (tracers) below the HMSF
threshold, i.e. false negatives (or missed true positives). It sug-
gests that the HMSF threshold might not be suitable for our sam-
ple (discussed in details in DC21). The errors in mass and ra-
dius estimations can also shift the positions of clouds with re-
spect to the mass-radius relation (Fig. 12) and lead to false posi-
tives and negatives. Moreover, cloud radius (deconvolved radius
from DC21) might not effectively represent the size of a cloud
with non-spherical geometry. We study the HMSF threshold as
a follow up on the cloud analysis of DC21. We have obtained
the percentages of clouds above the threshold for different mor-
phologies and they are presented in Table 8. As we use the cloud
radius which require reliable distance estimates for precise cal-
culation, we use the clouds from the science sample (described
in DC21) to plot the HMSF relation. These clouds contain reli-
able distance estimates, are well resolved and do not lie on the
edge of the survey.

We find that none of the morphologies show distinctly high
percentage of HMSF clouds (Table 8). However, ring-like clouds
and clumpy clouds show comparatively higher percentage of
HMSF clouds than the other two morphologies and this is con-
sistent with what is seen for the cloud SFEs in Sec. 5.2.1. Sim-
ilarly, it is also seen that the clumpy clouds have a higher per-
centage of high-mass star formation (HMSF) regions associated
with them (using tracers mentioned in DC21) as compared to
the elongated clouds (Table 9). We only consider the clouds
with an ATLASGAL counterpart while calculating the percent-
age of clouds with HMSF tracer as these are a sub-sample of
the ATLASGAL sources. The HMSF tracers/signposts include
methanol masers, HII regions and young stellar objects from var-
ious surveys and are described in detail in DC21. The clouds
with that host HMSF tracers are plotted with a star (?) in Fig.
12. The clouds with HMSF tracers typically lie above the mass-
radius HMSF threshold for the different morphology, supporting
the empirical relation.

The HMSF threshold (Kauffmann & Pillai 2010) provides
evidence towards higher degree of star formation in ring-like
clouds and clumpy clouds (Fig. 12). The number of clouds with
HMSF regions belonging to these two morphologies is > 16%
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Fig. 12. HMSF threshold (dashed line; M[M�] = 1053 (R[pc])1.33) for molecular clouds; using MR (science) sample. The y axis represents M/Mcrit,
where Mcrit = 1053 (R[pc])1.33 is the HMSF threshold. The coloured ellipses encompass approximately 99.7% of the data points and represent
3-sigma levels for the cloud morphologies, which are indicated by the legends in the four plots. The clouds with HMSF tracer (Table 9) are denoted
by a star (?).

Table 8. Percentage of clouds above the HMSF relation shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 12. These clouds belong to the science sample (de-
scribed in DC21). We use a binomial model to calculate the maxi-
mum likehood estimator of p (the probabilities of clouds lying above
the HMSF) and the corresponding standard deviations are the errors on
cloud percentages. The clouds without error values have errors < 1%.

Sample Ring-like Elongated Concentrated Clumpy
VC 20 ± 1% 7% 9% 18± 1%
MR 17± 3% 7% 10± 1% 18± 1%

for both the samples, as opposed to the lower values (< 10%) for
elongated and concentrated clouds (Table 8).

Table 9. Percentage of clouds containing an HMSF tracer compared to
the total clouds with an ATLASGAL clump (described in DC21) for
MR science sample (5020 clouds).

HMSF tracer Ring-like Elongated Concentrated Clumpy
Present 28% 23% 29% 34%

6. Summary

In this work, we have classified molecular clouds from the
SEDIGISM survey based on their morphology. This has been
achieved using two classification methods. The first method –
J plots – uses the moment of inertia of structures in the in-
tegrated intensity maps to classify them into three types. The
second method – by-eye classification – visually classifies the
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clouds into four groups. The combined results from these two
classifications result in the visually classified (VC) sample and
the morphologically reliable (MR) sample, which are used to af-
firm the reliability of the J plots classification. The VC sample
(10365 clouds) is a subset of full sample in which we exclude the
unclassified clouds. The MR sample (8086 clouds) is a subset of
the VC sample that contains only the clouds for which the mor-
phologies are consistent for the two methods. We thus present
the MR sample as our most reliable and robust sample whereas
the VC sample should be used when a larger sample size needs
to be prioritised over the robustness of data.

We compare the positions of SEDIGISM molecular clouds
with their submillimeter/infrared counterparts from two contin-
uum surveys – ATLASGAL and MWP. We use the ATLAS-
GAL survey to see how the lower density SEDIGISM elon-
gated clouds compare to the dense dust continuum structures.
The Milky Way Project (MWP) is used to see how our ring-like
clouds fare in comparison to the dust bubbles and stellar feed-
back regions. Almost all the ATLASGAL elongated structures
(AG-El) and more than 90% MWP bubbles in the SEDIGISM
coverage have a molecular cloud counterpart. However, ≈ 64%
SEDIGISM clouds (full sample) neither have an ATLASGAL or
a MWP counterpart. We find that 80% elongated clouds and 71%
clumpy clouds in the MR sample lack an ATLASGAL elongated
counterpart. The high percentage is in agreement with other find-
ings in the literature since ATLASGAL traces high density gas
which is accompanied by low density gas traced by SEDIGISM
clouds but not vice-versa. There might also be subthermally-
excited gas traced by SEDIGISM, which has a high column
density but not sufficiently high volume density to be detected
by ATLASGAL in continuum. We also find that 66% ring-like
clouds lack a MWP bubble counterpart. MWP probes the HII
and PAH regions while SEDIGISM traces the molecular gas in
the ISM and thus a comparison between the column densities
traced by the two surveys is complex. Large scale shocks (HI
flows) and supersonic turbulence could also lead to creation of
ring-like structures/clouds which are not detected at mid-infrared
wavelengths.

We also study the star formation activity for clouds in dif-
ferent morphology classes using two methods. The first method
uses SFE and DGF for SEDIGISM clouds obtained by Urquhart
et al. (2021) and the second method uses HMSF threshold
(Kauffmann & Pillai 2010, DC21) for molecular clouds. These
methods show that although none of the morphologies show very
high star formation, ring-like and clumpy clouds show higher
star formation when compared to elongated and concentrated
clouds.

In conclusion, we classify molecular clouds based on their
morphology and these morphologies show variations in star for-
mation properties compared to the global cloud distribution. The
various cloud morphologies closely resemble similar structures
from other continuum surveys. Furthermore, ring-like clouds
and especially clumpy clouds show evidence towards higher star
formation activity as compared to the other morphologies. A ma-
jor observation across all the samples is that most of the molec-
ular clouds are elongated. Finally, we also conclude that the au-
tomated cloud morphology classification based on J plots alone
is not completely reliable.
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Appendix A: Data products (catalogues)

We have obtained the morphologies for the 10663 SEDIGISM molec-
ular clouds and compiled them as a catalogue. The description for
the columns in the catalogue is provided in Table A.1. It contains the
structure of the clouds determined by the J plots (along with J mo-
ments) and by using by-eye classification. The table also mentions if
a cloud is a part of the science, VC and MR samples. We also pro-
vide the number of overlapping structures from the ATLASGAL and
MWP surveys (Sec. 5.1) for each SEDIGISM molecular cloud. These
structures strictly fall in the SEDIGISM coverage i.e. they are ex-
cluded if they overlap with the survey edge (e.g. l = 18◦). The com-
plete catalogue of SEDIGISM molecular clouds (by DC21) is provided
at https://sedigism.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/index.html.

We also provide catalogues of the structures from ATLASGAL and
MWP surveys that overlap with the SEDIGISM clouds. The ID numbers
for AG-fil, AG-El (Li et al. 2016) and MWP bubbles (Jayasinghe et al.
2019) overlapping with the SEDIGISM clouds are provided in Table
A.2, A.3 & A.4 respectively.

Appendix B: Overlap of SEDIGISM clouds with
ATLASGAL elongated structures and MWP
bubbles

We compare the SEDIGISM clouds with their counterparts from the
ATLASGAL survey and MWP project. The figures B.1 – B.39 show
the overlap between the SEDIGISM clouds, AG-El and MWP bubbles.
ATLASGAL elongated structures (AG-El) consist of ‘filaments’, ‘net-
works of filaments’ and ‘resolved elongated structures’ (Li et al. 2016).
The filaments are coloured red, networks of filaments are coloured blue
and resolved elongated structures are coloured green. The black ellipses
on the figure represent the MWP bubbles. These structures are overlaid
on the SEDIGISM cloud masks of various colours and 13CO peak in-
tensity in reverse greyscale. The catalogue for AG-El contains the po-
sition for each pixel in the structure whereas MWP bubble catalogue
only contains the positions of the centres for the ellipses (bubbles) and
their major and minor axes. Thus our ellipses (Fig. B.1 – B.39) might
not present the original structures of the actual bubbles, e.g. incomplete
rings.

Appendix C: Original by-eye classification to
morphological groups

Our original by-eye classification tried to follow the indication of the J
plots algorithm – filaments, rings and cores. However, we realised that
clouds in SEDIGISM sample showed repetitive patterns that would be
better suited to six cloud morphologies, which are described below:

1. Bubble: This category consists of clouds with a structure similar to
a ring or a bubble. They have negligible elongation and resemble
complete gas bubbles.

2. Filament: These are elongated structures resolved along lengths and
widths, with the lengths distinctly larger than the widths. They also
show similar intensity across the entire length.

3. Core: The centrally concentrated clouds without obvious elonga-
tions are classified as cores. These are molecular clouds and have
no direct relation to pre-stellar/proto-stellar cores.

4. Elongated bubble: This category consists of stretched bubbles, bub-
bles with filamentary structures attached to them and clouds that
resemble incomplete bubbles forming semi circles.

5. Elongated core: Elongated clouds with centrally concentrated struc-
tures are classified in this category.

6. Multiple Connected Clouds (MCC): Clouds containing multiple
dense regions belong to this category. These may be elongated
structures similar to globular filaments.

7. Unclassified: Clouds which do not resemble any of the above cate-
gories.

These sub-classes were merged to get four major morphological
groups (Sec. 3.2). We first renamed the four sub-classes – bubble, fila-
ment, core and MCC– as ring-like, elongated, concentrated and clumpy
clouds respectively. The remaining sub-classes were merged into the
morphological groups using the two sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(KS) test. The KS test was performed on the distributions of the seven
properties i.e. mass, surface density, radius, velocity dispersion, aspect
ratio, virial parameter and length. Based on the p-values from the KS
test (Fig. C.1 & C.2), we classified the elongated bubbles as ring-like
clouds and elongated cores as clumpy clouds.

We also conducted the two sided Mann-Whitney U (MWU; Fay
& Proschan 2010) test to compare the cloud properties distributions of
elongated cores and elongated bubbles with other morphological sub-
classes. The MWU test is a non-parametric test with a null hypothe-
sis that neither distribution has stochastic dominance over other. It can
be formally expressed as the probability of a variable drawn from a
distribution ’X’ having a greater value than a variable drawn from a
distribution ’Y’ being equal to the reverse, i.e. P(X > Y) = P(Y >
X). A high p-value would suggest that the two distributions are sim-
ilar. An advantage of MWU test over the KS test is that it is not af-
fected due to different widths of the distributions. The p-values obtained
from our analysis (Fig. C.3) suggest classification of elongated cores as
clumpy clouds. The p-values for elongated bubbles (Fig. C.4) suggest
that elongated bubbles have comparable distributions with both bubbles
and MCC. However, a majority of the properties suggest that elongated
bubbles have the closest distributions to bubbles. Thus, the morpholog-
ical classes remain same as described by the KS test.
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Table A.1. Description of the generated catalogue, which represents the morphology of molecular clouds and their overlapping counterparts.

Catalogue column Description
cloud_id Unique cloud ID number described by DC20
cloud_name Cloud name, SDG followed by Galactic coordinates as described by DC20
j1 J moment of the cloud corresponding to principal inertial axis I1
j2 J moment of the cloud corresponding to principal inertial axis I2
j_structure Structure of the cloud determined by J plot analysis
by_eye_subclass Original sub-class of cloud estimated using by-eye analysis (App. C)
by_eye_structure Structure of cloud determined using by-eye analysis
science_samp tag identifying if the cloud belongs to science sample (described in DC20) (yes = 1,

no = 0)
vc_samp tag identifying if the cloud belongs to visually classified (VC) sample (yes = 1, no =

0)
mr_samp tag identifying if the cloud belongs to morphologically reliable (MR) sample (yes =

1, no = 0)
agal_elon_count Number of AG-El overlapping with the cloud
agal_fil_count Number of AG-Fil overlapping with the cloud
mwp_bub_count Number of MWP bubbles overlapping with the cloud

Table A.2. Description of the ATLASGAL filaments (AG-Fil) overlapping with the SEDIGISM clouds.

Catalogue column Description
cloud_id ID number of SEDIGISM cloud
fil_name Name of the ATLASGAL filament (Li et al. 2016) overlapping with the SEDIGISM

cloud

Table A.3. Description of the ATLASGAL elongated structures (AG-El) overlapping with the SEDIGISM clouds.

Catalogue column Description
cloud_id ID number of SEDIGISM cloud
agal_name Name of the ATLASGAL structure (Li et al. 2016) overlapping with the SEDIGISM

cloud

Table A.4. Description of the MWP bubbles overlapping with the SEDIGISM clouds.

Catalogue column Description
cloud_id ID number of SEDIGISM cloud
mwp_name Name of the MWP bubble (Jayasinghe et al. 2019) overlapping with the SEDIGISM

cloud
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Fig. B.1. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey (filaments in red, networks of filaments in blue and resolved elongated structures in green)
and bubbles (black ellipses) from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 300◦ ≤ l ≤ 302◦.
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Fig. B.2. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 302◦ ≤ l ≤ 304◦.
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Fig. B.3. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 304◦ ≤ l ≤ 306◦.
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Fig. B.4. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 306◦ ≤ l ≤ 308◦.
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Fig. B.5. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 308◦ ≤ l ≤ 310◦.
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Fig. B.6. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 310◦ ≤ l ≤ 312◦.
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Fig. B.7. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 312◦ ≤ l ≤ 314◦.
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Fig. B.8. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 314◦ ≤ l ≤ 316◦.
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Fig. B.9. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 316◦ ≤ l ≤ 318◦.
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Fig. B.10. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 318◦ ≤ l ≤ 320◦.
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Fig. B.11. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 320◦ ≤ l ≤ 322◦.
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Fig. B.12. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 322◦ ≤ l ≤ 324◦.
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Fig. B.13. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 324◦ ≤ l ≤ 326◦.
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Fig. B.14. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 326◦ ≤ l ≤ 328◦.
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Fig. B.15. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 328◦ ≤ l ≤ 330◦.
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Fig. B.16. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 330◦ ≤ l ≤ 332◦.
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Fig. B.17. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 332◦ ≤ l ≤ 334◦.
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Fig. B.18. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 334◦ ≤ l ≤ 336◦.
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Fig. B.19. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 336◦ ≤ l ≤ 338◦.
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Fig. B.20. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 338◦ ≤ l ≤ 340◦.
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Fig. B.21. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 340◦ ≤ l ≤ 342◦.
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Fig. B.22. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 342◦ ≤ l ≤ 344◦.
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Fig. B.23. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 344◦ ≤ l ≤ 346◦.
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Fig. B.24. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 346◦ ≤ l ≤ 348◦.
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Fig. B.25. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 348◦ ≤ l ≤ 350◦.
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Fig. B.26. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 350◦ ≤ l ≤ 352◦.
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Fig. B.27. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 352◦ ≤ l ≤ 354◦.
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Fig. B.28. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 354◦ ≤ l ≤ 356◦.
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Fig. B.29. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 356◦ ≤ l ≤ 358◦.
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Fig. B.30. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 358◦ ≤ l ≤ 0◦.
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Fig. B.31. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 0◦ ≤ l ≤ 2◦.
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Fig. B.32. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 2◦ ≤ l ≤ 4◦.
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Fig. B.33. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 4◦ ≤ l ≤ 6◦.
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Fig. B.34. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 6◦ ≤ l ≤ 8◦.
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Fig. B.35. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 8◦ ≤ l ≤ 10◦.
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Fig. B.36. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 10◦ ≤ l ≤ 12◦.
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Fig. B.37. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 12◦ ≤ l ≤ 14◦.
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Fig. B.38. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 14◦ ≤ l ≤ 16◦.
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Fig. B.39. Elongated structures from ATLASGAL survey and bubbles from MWP survey overlaid on SEDIGISM clouds for 16◦ ≤ l ≤ 18◦.
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Fig. C.1. P-values obtained using KS test on elongated cores and the four morphological sub-classes – bubbles, filaments, core and MCC – for the
various cloud properties. The different colours represent the morphologies that were compared with elongated cores for obtaining the p-value.
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Fig. C.2. P-values obtained using KS test on elongated bubbles and the four morphological sub-classes – bubbles, filaments, core and MCC –
for the various cloud properties. The different colours represent the morphologies that were compared with elongated bubbles for obtaining the
p-value.
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Fig. C.3. P-values obtained using MWU test on elongated cores and the four morphological sub-classes – bubbles, filaments, core and MCC – for
the various cloud properties. The different colours represent the morphologies that were compared with elongated cores for obtaining the p-value.
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Fig. C.4. P-values obtained using MWU test on elongated bubbles and the four morphological sub-classes – bubbles, filaments, core and MCC
– for the various cloud properties. The different colours represent the morphologies that were compared wth elongated bubbles for obtaining the
p-value.
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